Effects of memantine on convulsive reactions and the organization of sleep in krushinskii-molodkina rats with an inherited predisposition to audiogenic convulsions.
Krushinskii-Molodkina rats, which have a genetic predisposition to audiogenic convulsions, are used as a natural animal model for studies of the actions of anticonvulsants. It is important to understand the extent to which changes in glutamatergic synaptic transmission is involved in the mechanisms producing convulsive states and in the functional organization of the sleep-waking cycle in rats of this strain. The present report describes experiments addressing this, in which i.m. doses of 5 and 10 mg/kg of a noncompetitive NMDA glutamate receptor antagonist of the memantine type were given at different times (30 min, 1, 2, and 3 h) before presentation of sound stimuli (sine-wave tones at 8 kHz, 90 dB). Effects on the latent periods of the initial motor excitation, the appearance of clonic convulsions of different intensities, and, finally, tonic convulsions with limb and tail extension were evaluated. The greatest attenuation of convulsive seizures, to a level consisting only of motor excitation, was obtained in 60% of the rats between 1 and 2 h after administration. There were no differences between the effects of doses of 5 and 10 mg/kg. When doses were given 3 h before sound provocation, convulsive reactions became more marked than at 2 h, though they were nevertheless more marked than in controls. Krushinskii-Molodkina rats with chronically implanted electrodes for recording brain electrical activity were used to study the effects of memantine on the organization of sleep. These experiments showed that the rats' sleep during the first hour after dosage consisted only of short episodes of superficial slow-wave sleep, and that even this sleep disappeared completely 54.4 +/- 4.9 and 39.9 +/- 5.2 min after administration of the agent at doses of 5 and 7 mg/kg, respectively. Rats showed a complete absence of sleep for 2 and 2.5 h, respectively, after which episodes of slow-wave sleep reappeared. The first episodes of REM sleep was seen in rats only after 3.3 +/- 0.2 and 3.7 +/- 0.2 h after memantine injections. The appearance of these episodes provided evidence that the effects of memantine on the activity of the somnogenic system of the animals' brains were complete and that recovery of the normal organization of the sleep-waking cycle had started. The synchronicity and codirectionality of the blocking action of memantine on sleep organization and measures of audiogenic convulsions in Krushinskii-Molodkina rats is evidence for the involvement of glutamatergic synapses with NMDA receptors in both the regulation of the somnogenic systems and the pathogenesis of epileptiform manifestations in rats.